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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the results~ 
in terms of continued treatment~ of referrin g one hundred 
veterans to outside community psychiatric clinics . These 
veterans were all seen by the Neuropsychiatric Division of 
the Veterans Administration where they were diagnosed as 
brou ght to Social Service for the pur pose of referral to 
outside clinics for treatment. The great majority of these 
veterans were diagnosed as psychoneurotic. All of these vet-
erans were "non-service II connected, a term which, in brief# 
means that their disabilities were considered as not being 
caused or aggravated by the Service. T hi s stud y c an be 
separated broadly into three main areas of discussion: (1) 
First, a description of the veterans themselves. (2) Second# 
a description of the referral process as it is presently 
handled by the Social Service Unit of the Veterans Administra-
ti on. (3) Third, a portrayal of the twelve community clinics 
used in the referral of these veterans. In more detail then, 
the purpose of the study is to determine how many of these 
veterans began treatment, how many treatments they received, 
and what the results of treatment were. 
2 
To adequately judge the results of these referrals, 
certain questions had to be answered: (1) Is the pro gn osis 
g ood for the i mp rovement of ps ychoneurotic patients by 
ps y chiatric treatment? (2) Were there any factors in the 
present adjustment picture of these veterans which might 
hinder treatment plans? (3) Wa s the method of referral used 
by the S ocial Service Unit of the Veterans Ad ministration 
adequate? (4) Were the community clinics sufficient in number 
and size? 
Sc ope 
This stud y includes the first one hundred veterans who 
were referred be g innin g with December 1, 1949, by the Neuro-
psychiatric Unit to Social Service of the Boston Regional 
Office of the Veterans Administration for referral for treat-
ment to outside psychiatric clinics. As Social Service used 
t we lve such community clinics, this study also includes 
descriptions of these clinics as obtained by personal inter-
views (in all cases but one) with the clinic doctors or 
social workers. 
Data on the veterans was obtained from the Social 
Service case folders at the Veterans Administration, and at 
the clinics with the help of staff members who abstracted 
the necessary information from their folders. 
Method 
The followin g method of procedure was established: 
1. Starting in the month of December 1949 all cases 
referred to S ocial Service from the Neuropsychiatric Unit 
were pu lled from the files. These records note identifying 
data such as name~ address~ a ge , marital status, and the 
reason for referral. 
2. The first one hundred of these cases were then 
selected depending on the following criteria: 
a. The p sychiatrist from the Neur opsychiatric Unit 
must have recommended treatment in an outside comwunity 
ps y c hiatr ic clinic. 
b. The veteran had to be acceptin g enough of this 
recommendation to allow the Social S ervice worker to make 
the referral~ either by let t er or telephone~ or both. 
3. After the one hundred cases were selected (starting 
Dece mber 194 9 and continuing throu gh to the latter part of 
Dece mber 1950) ~ a schedule1 was made whi ch was desi gned to help 
or g anize the collection of data concerning the present ad-
justment of the veteran~ the referral method~ the community 
resource~ and the subsequent referral results. 
4 • The n e x t s t e p was t o s c he d u 1 e a p po in t me n t s wit h 
the twelve clinics in order to obtain answers as to the results 
of treat ment as well as to the size and function of the agency. 
The material is pre sen te d in five c hapters . After the 
in t r od u c t i on ~ the f i r s t p a r t of C h a p t e r I I d e s c r i b e s t he 
fun c tion of the S ocial S ervice Unit of the Veterans Admin istra-
tion; the second part of this c hapter is devoted to the 
l Appendix 
1 
---1 
I 
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description of the twelve community clinics. As this whole 
study revolves around the out-patient care of the psychia-
trically handicapped veteran, Chapter III discusses the latest 
thinkin g on the adjustment possibilities of such patients. 
Chapter IV includes a quantitative and qualitative analysis 
which attempts to answer some of the questions raised in the 
section of this chapter titled "Purpose." Chapter V is a 
summary which indicates s orne points of possible value for 
f ur the r s t u d y • 
Limitations 
Probably the major limitation of this paper is that 
only a hundred cases were studied. This limits the use of 
conclusions that can be drawn, leaving one the possibility of 
analyzing the data and statin g its significance only insofar 
as future research might validate this significance. 
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Chapter II 
FUNCTIONS OF VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 
The Veterans Administration's function is to administer 
the benefits provided by law to veterans, their dependents 
and bene f iciaries. The size of this job is indicated in the 
esti mate that the number of veterans and their families as 
of Au gust 1947 comprise about 32 per cent of the Nation's 
total population and that by 1952 this figure is expected to 
increase to 43 per cent.l 
The Medical Division 
Medical care is one of the most im portant services 
furnished to the veteran. In addition to operating many 
hospitals the Veterans Administration also has set up a lar g e 
ou t -patient treatment pro gram. The Neuropsychiatric S ervice 
is an imp ortant aspect of this prog ram. Approximately 52 per 
cent o f all hospitalized veterans are neuropsychiatric cases. 
The Veterans Ad ministration has hospitals treating these cases 
exclusively, but neuropsychiatric cases in the Veterans Ad-
ministration's general medical and sur g ical hospitals are 
treated in mental convalescent centers or special treatment 
centers. Mental hy giene clinics treat those not needing 
hospitalization.2 
1 Functions of Veterans Administration Au gust 1947. 
2 Ibid. 
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The Neuropsychiatric Unit 
A Neuropsychiatric Unit is usually to be found in all 
re gi onal offices. In general this Unit supervises pension 
examinations and a~o processes hospital admissions. The 
Neuropsychiatric Unit works inc lose cooperation with several 
other units in the Medical Division of the Regional Office 
and is at the disposal of the Adjudication Officer and the 
Board of Lxaminers in cases requirin g psychiatric consultation 
a n d d i a gn o s i s • The Nu eropsychiatric Un i t also works closely 
with other Veterans Administration hospitals in the area, as 
well as other public and private psychiatric installations. 
In particular the Neuropsychiatric Un i t processes requests 
for re-examinations from the Board of E xaminers for the purpos 
of aiding the m in their evaluation of a veteran's claim for 
pension or matters relatin g to an increase or reduction of a 
pension. This Unit also has the responsibility for ad missions 
to neuropsychiatric hospitals, Veterans Administration and 
ot her , of patients with neurolo gic and psychiatric dis orders. 
The Neuropsychiatric Unit has a chief psychiatrist who 
is res p onsible for carryin g out the functions and policies of 
his Unit as directed by the Chief Medical Officer. Most li 
branches of psychiatry are represented with the rna in exception I 
of the analyst who would be of little value in the short-term I 
contacts of the Re g ional Office. This staff is prepared to I 
I 
make ps y chiatric dia gnoses, recommend treatment procedures 
I . 
or educational ~ vocational rehabilitation as indicated by 
the findings of its examinations. 
Veterans, service and non-service connected are g iven 
psychiatric examinations either at the Mental Hy giene or 
Neuropsychiatric Units. Certain veterans, however, are eli-
g i b le for service only to the point of identification of their 
needs by this examination. If treatment is thou ght to be 
advisable referral has to be made to appropriate community 
a gencies. This veteran is the so-called non-service-connected 
veteran who is ineligible for out-patient treatment under VA 
auspices. The non-service-connected veteran is one who has a 
disa b ility which supposedly did not have its origin while the 
veteran was in service, nor was it supposedly a ggra~ed by 
an ythin g that happened to him while in the service. Medical 
and ne uropsychiatric dischar ges have the burden of proving 
their disabilities to be of service origin. S uch veterans 
ha v e no alter n ative other than out-patient neuropsychiatric 
care until such time as their disabilit y is accepted as being 
ser v ice-connected. When established as service-conn ected, 
these veterans can then be treated b y the Mental Hygiene Unit 
of the Veterans Administration, which was established to care 
for these veterans with war-incurred or war-ag gravated 
atric disabilities. Each division and unit within the 
psychi-
Regional l 
Office can refer veterans to the Neurops ychiatric Unit ror I 
their examination and d iagnosis. Veterans are also referred 
7 
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from private doctors 1 hospitals 1 members of the family 1 ot h er 
agencies, friends, or many times by themselves. 
The Neuropsychiatric Un it integrates with the Me ntal 
Hygiene Unit in workin g with these service -connected veterans. 
Serv ice-connected veterans not sick enou gh to be hospitalized 
are referred b y the Neuropsychiatric Unit to Mental Hyg iene 
for out-patient treatment. S ervice-connected veterans too 
ill for tr eatment at Me nta l Hyg iene, however , are referred to 
the Neuro ps ychiatric Un it for subsequent hospitalization pro -
ce s sing . Th e Neuropsych i atric Unit and Mental Hyg ie ne Un it 
also participate i n wee k ly joint staff conf erences where t h e 
in these meetin g s are pre sen tat ions of patients und er treat-
me nt at the clinic and presentations of papers on c ur rent and 
pertinent developments in the field of ps y chiatry, neurology, 
and related fields.3 
The Social Service Unit 
Social Service under the Veterans Administration was 
established to enable disabled vetere.ns to use t o full ad-
vantage, for th6ir re hab i litati on 1 the many benefit s t o which 
t hey have a ri ght 1 as wel l as the services available to them 
3 Int ervi e ws wit h Dr. Irvin g Levine, examining psychia-
trist at the Neuro psychiatric Unit 1 Boston Regional 
0 ffice 1 as recorded by Hfigh Mc Donald, S tudent S oci al 
Servi ce. 
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----~ report had to be referred to outside community clinics for the I 
alleviation of their difficult i es . As mentioried previously, 
referral is one of the many Social Service Unit functions 
and as such is described in a Veterans Administration Techni-
cal Bulletin. The followin g description of proper referral 
procedure was printed by the Veterans Ad ministration in this 
bulletin to establish general policy, responsibility, and 
scope o f activity for Social Service in the Medical Division 
of the Regional Office. 
11 Referrals to Other A gencies. A referral consists 
in helpin g the clai ma n t to use a community resource 
outside the Veterans Administration . The reco gni -
t i on, b y other Veterans Administration personnel, 
of the need for referral may arise in the process 
of reviewin g applications for benefits, determining 
or reviewin g eligibility, or durin g medical exami-
nat ion or tree.tment, or by social workers in tre 
course of tl-e:i.r social case work or while making 
social evaluations f o r other divisions. The pur-
pose of a referral is to help that person meet 
his needs when he is ineligible for a Veterans 
Administration service, or requests a service not 
provided by the Veterans Administration. This may 
invo l ve consideration with him as to the nature 
of the problem for which he is seeking help and 
a g reement to a plan for meetin g his needs through 
the use of community resources . It may include 
clearin g with t he a gency to which the referral is 
planned, discussion of the situation, and verifi-
c a tion of a gency's acceptance. The responsibility 
f or referral of claimants (except minor wards) to 
community social agencies for assistance with their 
social problem rests with Social Service • .ti owever, 
in many localities, and in relation to certain types 
of problems, the su ggestion to the claimant b y the 
Veterans Administration department to which he has 
brou ght his problem, that he get in touch with a 
certe.in community social a gency will fully meet 
the claimant's need . Advance Social Service plan-
ning with the other Veterans Administration divi-
sions and with community a gencies as to general 
==~================================~~====-~-=-=-~-==-=~========= 
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policies in this connection is necessary, however, 
to avoid duplication of action within and outside 
the Veterans Administration and ensure appropriate 
a n d effectual referrals.u6 
The Social Service Unit in referrin g the non-service-
connected veteran with a mental disability, however is bound 
by the dia gnosis and suggested treatment pro g ram forwarded by 
the Neuropsychiatric Unit. The examining psychiatrists re:rer 
these ineligible veterans to the Socia 1 Service Unit for 
help in explainin g the community health facilities available 
to them and also to interpret to them the nature of their 
illness and why the Veterans Administration cannot help them 
except by referral. 
-
Boston Regional Office Neuropsychiatric Referral 
In the Boston Regional Off i ce, for ~he better part 
of e. year now, e. new system of such referrals to out-patient 
c 1 in i c s he. s b e e n in o pe r e. t i on • To facilitate these referrals 
one psychiatric social worker has been assigned to Intake and 
is in the General Medical Social Service Section. He handles 
all such cases comin g from the Neuropsychiatric Unit. This 
worker is responsible for carr y ing out all case works ervices 
requested by these neuropsychiatrists. These services have 
been enumerated for distribution within the Social Service 
Unit. 
11 
6 TBlOA-198--Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin, 
Au gus t 2 9 ~ l 9 4 9 , S o c i a l S e r vic e F' un c t i on s i n V e t e r an s 
Administration Regional Offices and Centers with 
Regional Office Activities. P. l. 
-==-,=-=-·=-=-====-~========41=-=-=-=-=--=--
A. Preparing patients for out-patient treatment, 
hospitalization, or other recommendations 
about wh ich the veterans mi ght have doubts, 
confusion, or ambivalence. 
B . Interpreting to relatives re gardin g the need 
and advisability of veteran's hospitalization 
or treatment ••• 
C. Obtaining social histories, ini' ormation re gard-
ing veteran's pre-service and present social 
and i nd ustrial adjustment, and evaluation by 
relatives and employers of veterans' adjustment 
to assist the psychiatrist in formulatin g 
dia gnosis and makin g treatment recommendati ons. 
D. Assisting veterans and th eir families throug h 
case work service and guidance if psychotherapy 
is not indicated. 
E . Re ferrin g to the prope r community agencies wh en 
veterans are in need of financial help, employ-
ment, or are faced with some domestic or other 
problems. In such cases, the worker assists 
the veterans on the basis o f one or more inter-
views to gain a better understanding or insight 
into their problems as well a s to direct them 
towards a solution. Clarification of Veterans 
Ad ministration policy often is a pre-requisite 
to working through problems precipitated because 
of veterans' lack of unde;rstanding of these 
policies. As in all other instances veterans 
seekin g such help are re f erred to Social Service 
subsequent to bein g examined by the neuropsy-
chiatrist. 
F. Preparing veterans eligible to utilize our 
J.i. enta 1 Hygie ne ' Clinic but who need help in 
takin g advantage of this resource. 
G. Servin g as liaison between the Boston Re g ional 
Office and other Veterans Administration instal-
lations where veteran is hospitalized.? 
It is to be remembered that in carrying out the above 
services the social worker has his emphasis on working through 
with the veteran those plans recommended by the doctor. Once 
7 Function and Eli gibility Re quirements Involving 
Referrals to Community Out-Patient Psychiatric C linics. 
Alonzo Hi lliard, jr., 12/11/50. 
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he is accepted, by the clinic, a report containing the follow- II 
I ing information is submitted: 
a • D i a gn o s i s 
b. Present symptomatology 
c. Date of onset 
d . Prec~pitating cause 
e . Degree oi' acceptance of neuropsychiatric help 
f . Identi!"ication data: 
Name, age, address, telephone number, marital 
st at us (including a ges oi' wife and children, 
marriage date, number of children) 
g. Picture of life adjustment: 
Pertinent e!rly history especially relationship 
to parents, siblings, adjustment to school work, 
military service , marriage, general adjustment 
following service as contrasted to pre-service.B 
Due to the fact that most psychiatric clinics in the 
Greater Boston area have carefully defined their function, 
all referrals are thoug htful l y matched to the clinic best 
able to treat the particular type of illness. This is usually 
contingent on the veteran ' s diagnosis and geographical loca-
t ion. Other factors such as small staffs and/or limited 
physical facilities further restrict the number of people that 
I 
can be handled . Although all of these clinics have establishe 
fee schedules, the amount ask~d is always commensurate with 
the patient's ability to pay.9 
The f o 11 o wi n g lis t of t we l ve c 1 in i c s a r e t h os e w hi c h 
were used by the Veterans Administration Social Service in 
referring the one hundred veterans being studied in this 
8 Ibid . 
9 Ibid. 
13 
thesis. In all cases but one the information was secured by 
means of a personal interview at the clinic. Due to limita-
tions of time none of these descriptions were re-sub mitted 
t o the c 1 in i c s f o r f i n a 1 ap p r ova. 1 and , c on s e que n t l y, a r e 
subject to errors of misinterpretation, which, however, the 
writer feels will be so small as not to seriously effect the 
picture of any particular clinic, or the composite portrayal 
of all of the clinics. 
Chelsea S oldiers Home - Psychiatric Clinic 
Th is is a state-operated hospital with the Assistant 
Medical Dire ctor heading up the staff of the clinic. There 
are four part-time psychiatrists completing this staff and 
they devote approximately 40 per cent of their time to clinic 
patients. Although patients are usually referred to the clinic 
after physical examin ·ation seems to warrant it, direct ap-
pointments can be made with a psychiatrist. Availability of 
immediate treatment varies in time from two and one-half to 
four wee ks. Pa tients are t h en seen about once every two 
weeks. The clinic restricts itself to the handlin g of func-
tional neuroses with psychosomatic symptoms along with or ganic 
neurolo g ical disorders. Treatment, however is available only 
to honorably discharged veterans who have acquired five (5) 
years' residence in the state or who enlisted from Ma ssachu-
setts. Medication and psychotherapy are the treatment methods 
used. 
14 
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Massachusetts fuemorial Hospital - Psychosomatic Clinic 
The Massachusetts Memorial is a training hospital for 
the Boston University Medical School. The clinic staff con-
sists of six residents, one full-time psychiatrist, four half-
time psychiatrists who carry cases on the clinic schedule. 
There are also four or five medical students who remain for 
one month and then leave to be replaced by four or five others 
The medical resident remains for six weeks and then is re-
placed by another, who in turn stays for six weeks, etc . The 
remainder of the staff consists of part-time psycholo gists, 
two psychology students, three social workers, and seven stu-
dent social workers. 
Most of the referrals to this clinic come from other 
departments of the hospital. On outside referrals the clinic 
likes to receive a letter outlinin g the patient's problems . 
This letter is taken up with the clinic director who decides 
whet h er or not the clinic can help. The clinic then calls 
the referring source and gives them the director's decision. 
If the case seems to fit the functions of the clinic, an 
appointment is given with a resident psychiatrist who m 11 
ev e. luate the case before presenting it before an intake con-
ference where final disposition is made. 
Many cases are carried jointly by a psychiatrist and 
a social worker, each working on a different aspect of the 
problem. A social worker is often called into a case also 
when psychiatric treatment is ending and the doctor feels 
==~========================-=====-=-=~=~====================9======== 
that supportive treatment will be needed for a while. The 
availability of treatment varies considerably with the problem 
presented and the staff members available. (Sometimes a 
pat i e n t ma y be s e e n i m me d i at e 1 y, wh e r e a s o t h er t i me s a w a it 
of six months or a year may be involved.) The emphasis of 
the clinic is on treatment and also teachin g , but it does not 
atte mpt to treat prepsychotics, alcoholics, behavior problems, 
or similar types of cases as the clinic limits itself to 
treatment of ps y chosomatic and psychoneurotic disorders. 
The residents and students are supervised very closely on 
their cases. 
Boston City Hospital 
The c 1 in i c at t he B o s t on C it y H o spit a 1 is mai n 1 y a 
neurolo g ical clinic. It meets three mornin g s a week and will 
undertake treatment of most neur opsyc hi a tr ic dis orders. 
Although psychotherapy is available it is not intensive and 
is usually carried on by a social worker under the supervision 
of a doctor who checks occasionally on the p ro gre ss of the 
patient. Any serious disorders which are jud ge d as needing 
in tensive treat ment are referred to other resources. The 
clinic is available only to residents of B oston. 
Brigg s Clinic, Boston State Hospital 
The Br i gg s C linic is an out-patient department of the 
Boston S tate Hospi tal. The staff consists of two full-time 
social workers, one full-time psycholo g ist, and one student 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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ps y cholo g ist. In addition, six visitin g psychiatrists from 
B oston S tate li ospital g ive approxi mately four hours each of 
t he ir time every week. After g ivin g a secretary a few details 
of h is personal history, t h e patient is seen immediatel y by 
the i n take social worker. Arran ge ments are then made for 
psycholog ical testin g s and a dia gnostic interview with a 
doctor. The doctor then either handles the case himself or 
gives it to a social worker who will do psychotherapy under 
his guidance • 
This clinic will accept referrals for all types of 
cases which the doctor feels can be handled adequately on an 
out-patient basis. However, the clinic does try to limit its 
intake to residents of Dorchester, Jamaica Plain, Hyde Park, 
R o s 1 in d a 1 e , a nd We s t R ox b ur y • 
The Boston Evenin g Clinic am Hospital 
T he P s yc h i at r i c C lin i c of t he B o s t o n Eve n i n g C 1 in i c 
and Hospital operates with one social worker and one doctor 
on Friday evenin g s of every week. There are no appoint ments 
g iven. Every patient is g iven a routine laboratory test and 
dia g nosis in the mornin g and then told to report to the Nerve 
Clinic on Fridays if diagnosed as being in need of psychiatric 
treatment by the doctor. Im mediate treatment is then avail-
able. The clinic does not accept patients who can afford 
private treatment but does charge fees determined by the 
economic condition of the client. Most of their Nerve Clinic I 
17 
_,_ 
I 
patients are people who work durin g the day but are bothered by 
nervous complaints of many kinds. The clinic charges $ 2 for 
the intake examination and $ 1 for visits thereafter with fixed 
char ges based on ability to pay. 
New England Hospital- Alcoholic Clinic 
The Alcoholic Clinic of the New En g land Hospital consist 1 
of a psychiatrist, a social worker and a part-time clinical 
psycholo g ist. This clinic has been in operation since April, 
1950. All intake is handled by the social worker who judges 
whether or not the clinic can help, on the basis of the client's 
desire to get well. Althou gh most patients receive weekly 
injections of thiamin, the main treatment consists of a group 
therapy discussion of alcoholism as a medical and social prob-
le m. This discussion is led by the psychiatrist. The patients 
also take the Szondi Test weekly for ten weeks. Each case is 
then evaluated individually to determine the intensity of 
future treatment. The clinic feels it can handle up to twenty-
five cases and on an average has been treating from sixteen to 
twenty cases weekly. The clinic o perates on Wednesday mornin g s 
from 10:00 to 1:00 with new patients being seen at 9:00 a.m. 
Although there is a $ 2.40 charge, as a rule, the clinic will 
waive this if it deems it warranted by the circumstances. 
Boston Psychopathic Hospital - Southard Clinic 
The Southard Clinic is an out-patient branc h of the 
Boston Psychopathic Hospital . Due to its large training 
18 
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pro gram it is difficult to state the exact size of the staf f 
a.t any particular time. The clinic consists of medical stu-
dents who receive one month's trainin g , residents, staff doc-
t or s a.n d s o c i a. 1 wo r k e r s • The medical students and residents 
receive carefully selected cases and work on treatment levels 
commensurate with their individual abilities and under consta.nti 
I 
and close supervision of a. staff doctor. 
No patient will be accepted for treatment whose income 
amounts to * 100 or more weekly. The fee ranging from a. low 
of fifty cents is set according to the client's salary. This 
clinic will accept referrals covering all neuropsychiatric 
dia g noses. I n all cases referred here, however, the Veterans 
Administration is expected to have the patient's psychiatric 
complaint established as being non-service-connected. The 
Vete r ans Administration is expected to process the veteran's 
claim through the usual channels, and not until the Adjudica-
tion Unit has denied service-connection should veterans be 
referred to this clinic. This policy has been established 
due to the especially heavy intake and the lon g waiting 
periods which are common to this clinic. 
Immediate attention and treatment are, however, often 
available, determined by the nature of the client's problem. 
In those cases where an illness is of fairly recent ori g in 
and where the client's e g o strength is jud ged adequate, it 
is possible for the staff doctors to assign him either to 
residents or medical students who can be g in a supervised 
treatment pro gram fairly p rom ptly. The clinic also is able to 
give electric shock therapy on an out-patient basis within a 
matter of weeks to those patients who have been jud ged as 
being quite likel y to benefit from it. 
The ce.ses which appear to be very difficult usually 
are subject to wa itin g periods ran ging from a. few months to a 
ye a.r. The clinic is interested in all types of cases and 
handles psychotics, psychoneurotics, clients with psychosomatic 
complaints, alcoholics, etc. All intake first g oes through 
o ne secretary, who takes face sheet informa.ti on and then g ives 
the patient an appointment with a social worker. The social 
worker next obtains information about the illness (its onset, 
etc.) and in general prepares the case for presentation to 
an intake committee. The patie n t is contacted by letter when 
the clinic can take his case. Whether or not the patient is 
accepted will depend on the findings of this i..11.take commi ttee 
which consists of doctors, social workers and psychiatrists. 
The committee makes a preliminary disposition of all clients 
who have made ap p lication to the clinic during the previous 
week. Appointments are then made for diagnostic interviews 
and the clients may be selected for: (1) Harvard Me dical 
Teachin g Unit, (2) re g ular staff doctors, (3) House Officer, 
(4) psychological tests, (5) further social service contact. 
The social service department also works with families of 
patients who are in treatment and even with patients themselves 
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who are exhibiting undue anxiety about waitin g for their 
treat ment to commence. 
Massachusetts General Hospital - Psychiatric Clinic 
The ¥sychiatric Clinic here is both an adult and a 
child c 1 in i c • The Adult Clinic operates five afternoo n s a 
week and has a staff consistin g of one full-time director; 
two fellows in psychiatry; visitin g doctors who give about 
one afternoon a week; four medical students available two 
afternoons a week; five ful1-time social workers, three of 
whom devote most of their time to the Children 's Clinic; four 
student social worker s who work in both clinics; one psycholo-
g ist. 
The Adult Clinic services patients from the hospital 
mainly, and these patients receive preference in early treat-
ment appointments over those referred from ot h er sources. 
The outside patients are all screened by Social Service in an 
intake interview. Once a week there is an intake conference 
at whi ch the Medical Director clears all cases. If the Medical 
Director accepts the case, the worker writes t h e patient to 
the effect that he is on the clinic waitin g list. Referrals 
fro m within the hospita l, however, are not seen by Social 
Service. The referrin g doctor arranges an appointment with a 
psychiatrist for his patient. The waitin g period for treat-
ment varies between one and two months. Wh en in treat ment 
II 
I 
( 
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mos t cases a re seen once a week for an indefinite period. 
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Psychotherapy is the most usual treatment with the social 
worker only seein g the patient if called in by the doctor. 
This happens when the doctor wants more information on back-
gr ound~ or whe n he wants a particular relative visited or 
perhaps~ when he want s so me social situation handled; e.g.~ 
locatin g a job. On this same basis, the doctor and social 
worker often see the patient to Ee ther. 0 r , if the d oct or 
s hould feel that the patient cannot accept psychotherapy at 
t hat pa rticular time~ he may refer him to S ocial Service and 
have them help him work through his feelings in this area. 
The clinic is primarly interested in patients with 
physical symptoms and refers to other sources patients with 
psychoses, drug addiction, alcoholism, etc. 1'he fee is $ 2.25 
a visit~ but this can be lowered b y the admittin g nurse if 
she feels the case warrants it. 
The Was hin gtonian Hospital 
The ~ashin gtonian is a forty-five bea~ primarily self-
support i n g hospital for the treatment of alcoholics. The 
majority of cases are usually referred by family doctors. 
Treatment for those patients who are intoxicated usu-
ally begins wit h a sub-shock dose of insulin. Dur in g the 
soberin g- up process the patient is given a physical and also 
is seen by the Medica l Dir ector who talks over possible treat-
ment plans for him. In the meantime Social S ervice attempts 
to help the patient and his fam il y use the resources of the 
hospital. There are four main classifications or treatment 
available: (1) psychotherapy (usually g iven to al.l patients), 
(2) the conditioned reflex, (3) antabuse, and (4) adrenal 
cortex hormone. Many patients receive more than one of these 
at the same time. Group therapy is also used. 
There are four out-patient clinics al s o operating at 
the hospital, each headed by a different docto r. All of these 
clinics are held on Fridays and operate at the following 
times: (1) 3- 7 p.m., (2) 7 - 10 p.m.~ (3) 7 - 9 p.m., and 
(4· ) 2 - 8 p.m. 'l'he fee varies and is commensurate with the 
patient's ability to pay. 
Intake procedure varies with the condition of the 
Immediate hospitalization is possible for the patient ! patient. 
with some economic resources. The patient without funds is 
advised to go to Boston City Hospital to sober up and then to 
return if he wants further treatment. As there are four free 
beds available each month, some indigent 
irrespective of financial condition. As a self-supporting 
hospital, however, established rates have been set. These 
rates vary considerably, conditioned by the immediate finan-
cial condition of the hospital and every effort is made to 
help a pe.tient in treatment secure the necessary funds. 
Besides working with relatives who usually are more 
ups e t a b o u t t he ad m i s s i o n t h a n t he p at i e nt , S o c i a 1 S e r vi c e 
sometimes handles those patients who cannot accept treatment 
by a doctor. The worker, in these cases, handles the feeling 
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around some particular area of maladjustment; e.g. 1 marital 
relation s , job, etc. S ocial Service does "role playing 11 also, 
in conjunction with the doctor. 
Carney Hospital 
The Ps ychiatric Clinic at the Carney Hospital has a 
staff of one psychiatrist, two pe.rt-time social workers and 
one part-time psychologist. The clinic hours are from eight 
to t we lve on Friday mornings. The fee is arran ge d on a slid-
ing scale from $ 2 down. All patients have to first submit to 
a medi cal work-up. Most of the patients come from other de-
partments of the hospital. 
This c 1 in i c wi 11 treat a ll dis orders of a p s y c h o-
neurotic or psychosomatic nature. The patients, as a rule, I 
are seen by the doctor alone, although occasionally the doctor ll 
wi ll assign a patient to a social worker for the handling of a 
social problem. Th en too, some patients are carried on a 
supportive basis by t he social worker until the doctor is free 
t o see them or unti 1 the War' ker has handled their fears around 
the treatment situation. The social worker is usually able 
to give appointments to patients at the time of referral, 
althou gh more and more of the treatment ti me has lately been 
taken by house patients. 
Boston Dispensary 
Boston Dispensary is part of the New Eng land Medical 
Center. Its Nerve Clinic operates from ten to twelve on 
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T u e s d a y and Friday mo r n i. n g s, and f r om s ix to e i g h t o n }f ond a. y 
evenin gs. The staff consists of seven psychiatrists, thr~e of 
whom are available both clinic mornin g s. Two doctors handle 
the evening clinic, alternating with each other. A psycholo-
gist is available on F ridays for giving psychometric examine.-
t ions. One of the staff psychiatrists administers the 
Rorschach test when the need is felt. There is one social 
worker on the staff, called the Clinic Executive, who is 
responsible for handlin g intake. The fees start at ~ 2.25 and 
a r e ad jus t a b 1 e d own we. r d t o 10 c en t s • The clinic also has a. 
trainin g program connected with Tufts Medical School. Two 
fourth-year medical students join the staff for one month's 
time and are each assigned one client. Thir d- year students 
are also part of the program but are only allowed to observe. 
The Clinic will accept all patients bothered by neurotic 
difficulties , but will not attempt treatment of patients with 
deep-seated character disorders. All treatment is handled by 
the doctors ·who do individual and gr oup therapy. The Clinic 
Executive is usually responsible for assigning the cases and 
follows up all referrals by either letter or telephone notifyini> 
the patients vrhen they can be seen. The Clinic Executive also 
works quite frequently with the relatives of patients who are 
in treatment, helpin g them make the adjust~nts necessary to 
help in the patient's recovery. 
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Beth Israel Hospita l 
The Psychiatric Clinic at the Beth Israel Hospital 
operates daily. The staff consists of six full-time., one 
half-time, and eleven part-time (each giving approximately 
eight hours a week) psychiatrists; one full-time clinical 
psycholo gist, one full-time social worker with the rest of 
the social service staff bein g called upon e.s needed. The 
part-time doctors e.re in on Monday e.nd Satu rday mornings. 
The fees e.re set by the hospital and range from .ii; l.50 down. 
A 11 p e. t i en t s e. r e g i ve n a me d i c a 1 w or k- up fir s t. The 
patient is then seen by the psychologist or the social worker 
e.nd his case is prepared for the weekly intake conference. 
IV~ ost decisions as to whether or not a case is accepted are 
made at this conference. If the intake conference cannot 
de c ide ., howe v e r , the p at i en t i s g i v e n an a pp oint me n t w it h a 
doct or wh o then evaluates his case. 
The staff does individual, group and child psycho-
therapy, alon g with a counselling service. S ome of the doctors 
work only with adults, some only with children., and some wit h 
b o t h • l\A o s t of the r e f e r r a 1 s c o me f r om the h o s pi t e. 1 ' s c 1 in i c s 
and wards, w ith the remainder comin g from outside sources. 
Although mostly interested in psychoneurotic e.nd psychosomatic 
disorders, the clinic does treat some cases bordering on 
psychosis. 
The social worker often gives supportive help until 
treat ment can be commenced. Supportive help is also given 
t he patient in treatment if the doctor feels it is needed. 
On outside referrals, especially, the so c i a 1 wor k e r i s r e- I 
sponsible for case presentations and for handling the client's I 
f ee lin g s around treatment. 
27 
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C he. pte r I I I 
A REVI EW OF THE MENTAL HEALT H P ROB LEM WITH A DISCUSSION OF 
PROGN OS TIC FACTOF:S I N TI-TE REHABILITA'I' ION OF TE E 
PS YCHIAT RICALLY DISAB LED 
This c h apter will first present the extent of the p rob-
lem of mental health as it affects the United States in genera.~ ! 
with special emphasis on the chan g ing concept of reha.bilita- I 
tion. Attention wi 11 then be turned to this problem as it 
af f ects the Greater Boston area.. As the great majority of the 
one hun dred veterans in this study were diagnosed as psycho-
neurotic, a short discussion will be written as to the impli-
cations of this diagnostic classification. A general discussim 
of t h e latest methods and most successful treatment pro grams 
for the psychiatrically disabled will conclude this chapter . 
With the war 's end came problems of peace. To some 
of these prob le ms war itself brought an answer. 
This was particularly true in the field of medicine , 
which made discoveries between Pearl Harb or and V-J 
Day which would have required twenty ;years of normal 
_peacetime l ivin g to test out and to make effective. 
Of psychiatry it can be said that it finally came 
of a ge, moving out of its professional isolation 
into the social area of prevention and of coopere.-
t i on wit h o t he r d is c i p 1 in e s ••• 
War warps the emotions and personalities of many 
who wa g e it and of many who watch. It does so in 
varyin g de grees, merely alterin g attitudes in some 
cases, and causing complete disorganization in 
others. ·war leaves a mark, slight or serious, on 
ever y one, civilian and soldier alike. Many recover 
from war's effects spontaneously. Others need pro-
fessional help to enable them to get back to zestful 
and abundant livin g . War reveals facts which in 
normal times escape attention. The recent war 
brough t to acute focus an awareness of the hi g h 
incidence in this countr y of mental and emoti onal 
disorders~ commonly grouped tog ether with certain 
neurolo gical diseases as neuropsychiatric disturb-
ances. The number of men re jec ted prior to ind uc-
tion or dischar ged from the armed forces for neuro-
psych iatric reasons was statistical proof of the 
prevalence of emotional disturbances in the popu-
lation as a whole . To the more or less constant 
group in our society who show either latent or 
overt s y mp toms must n ow be added those v.hose per-
sonality suffered some degree of disinte g ration 
as a direct result of their war experience ••• 
Fortunately, in the c curse of the war and in the 
time that has passed since V-JDay, we have gained 
a fuller knowled g e of the causes of mental illness, 
improved our therapeutic methods and developed more 
effec i ive or ganization f or prevention and treat-
me nt ••• 
• • • We saw in the military how important for health 
and stability were satisfactory interpersonal rela-
tions and ot h er environmental factors. We gained 
new appreciation of the fact that g ood leadership 
contributes to g ood morale . We saw that prolon ged 
comb at strains upset normally stable men , as well 
as t h ose predisposed to neurotic illness. 1iie 
learned that patients do not function in a vacuum; 
for even in the military setting and more particu-
larly after return to civilian life, the family, 
the job, and the community pattern proved to be 
powerful forces a ff ecting morale and personal 
adjustment. Psychiatry became conscious of the 
social implications of mental health. Further, 
the therapeutic team consistin g of the psychiatrist 
as leader, the psychiatric social worker. and the 
clinical psychologist was accepted as the most 
effect i v e the r a p e uti c unit , s i n c e no p s yo hi at r i s t 
c ould hope to master all three disciplines or become 
expert in the mana gement of the comple x social and 
psycholo g ical factors t h at permeate the total emo-
tional milieu of any individual patient. And, 
finally, military experience revealed that the 
traditional psychiatric therapy based on the 
establish~ent and resolution of the transference 
was too time-consumin g to be practical as a means 
of meetin g the problems of so lar ge a number of 
patients ••• We have seen on a mass scale the 
effects, on me n and on their wives and families, 
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of lon g separations. Vi e have learned much about 
the family~ work, and community aspects of veteran -
c i vi 1 ian ad just men t s • Vf e ha v e h e. d sub s t e.n t i e. 1 
experience in the psychiatric rehabilitation of 
veterans who returned with disabilities or developed 
them in the course of resuming civilian patterns ••• lO 
The :we.r also brought home to the public the need for 
adequate mental hygiene programs. The mounting number of 
people, soldier and civilian alike, who suffered from some 
sort of mental illness as the result of the war made the 
public acutely aware of this threat to its individual and 
community life. 
To g ether with this broader public interest has come 
also e. g reater interest on the part of various professional 
people, such as doctors (of medicine)~ clergymen~ educators~ 
industrial counselors~ and public health nurses. 
The scope of mental health problems e.nd needs is tre-
mendous. At the end of 1944 there were 714,213 hospital 
pat i e n t s in t he U n it e d S t at e s s u f f e r i n g fro m me nt e.l d i s e as e , 
mental defect or epilepsy. This number represented more than 
50 per cent of all patients in hospitals during the year. In 
addition to this group there were about a million chronic 
alcoholics, a sizeable group of psychopaths,plus the psycho-
neurotics who are estimated to compose anywhere from 30 to 
60 per cent of' the total of all doctors' patients.ll 
10 1'homas .A.C. Rennie, M.D. and Luther E. Woodward, Ph.D., 
Mental Health in Modern Society - Preface, pages vii-xi. 
11 Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
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In the Greater Boston Community Survey nervous and 
men tal d:Seases were also found to top the list of major dis-
eases with nearly one half of the hospital beds used for this 
type of patient. Then too: 
Over one half of the cases coming to community 
agencies are problems requiring the utilization 
of educational 1 medical, and social devices to 
diminish anxiety, to combat unhealthy attitudes, 
such as prejudice and false information, and to 
promote in the public sound modern conc~pts of 
personality disorders and adjustments.l 2 
The Massachusetts De partment of Mental Health is re-
sponsible for sixteen institutions, three of which are in 
the Greater Boston area (Boston Psychopathic Hospital 1 Boston 
S t ate Hospital and Metropolitan State Hospital). As of 1948 
there were thirteen community psychiatric clinics in Boston.l3 
The Massachusetts Society for Mental Hygiene was estab-
lished and incorporated in 1913 in order to fulfill four chief 
aims: 
l. 11 To work for the conservat ion of mental health 
and a hi g her level of emotional stability, 
efficie n cy and happiness 
2. To familiarize the public with the methods used 
in the care and treatment of :p'l rsons who are 
emotionally or mentally disturbed 
3 • T o he 1 p r a i s e the s tan d a r d s of c a r e f or t h o s e 
suffering from or in d anger of developin g 
mental disorder, and 
4 • To d is s e mi na t e accurate i n f o r rna t i on t o aid i n the 
carryin g out of the above objectives."l4 
12 I r a V • K i s c o c k, S C D • and H u g h R • Le ave ll , M • D • , Dr • P • H • 
and Consulting Staff - Gr eater Boston Community Survey -
Report of Health Division, p. 188. 
13 Ibid., p. 189. 
14 Ibid. • 191. 
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The staff of this society consists of an executive director, a j 
i director of the school project, an office manager, and a full- i 
I 
time secretary; also a part-time associate director, consulting ~ 
psychiatrist and secretary. ~~ 
We have seen that the problem of meeting the needs of 
I 
that the resources to handle it are, in general, inadequate. 1] 
Attention will now be turned to a study of individual problems 
1
1 
the psychiatrically ill is tremendous. We have also found 
of adjustment, especially as they affect the rehabilitation 
of the psychoneurotic patient, who, as has been mentioned, 
composes by far the greatest share of the one hundred veterans 
studied. 
The psychoneuroses, in general , can be defined as 
adjus t ive difficulties which give rise to physical ailments. 
A lt houg h milder in de gree than a psychosis, a psychoneurotic 
disorder is more serious and incapacitating than a mere malad-
jus tme nt. There is a conventional grouping of this disorder 
into hysteria, psychasthenj_a, neurasthenia and anxiety 
neurosis. 
The mos t important factor in the genes is of 
psychoneurosis is not the thwarting or conflict 
which precipitates the present crisis, but is 
the nature of the past experiences of the in-
dividual which predispose him to make this kind 
of adjustment.l5 
The prognosis for the successful rehabilitation of such 
15 Laurence F . Shaffer, Ph.D. - The Psycho lo gy of Adjust-
ment , p. 237. 
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used to relieve symptoms, the only lasting solution is the 
establishment of new adjustive habits, espec~~lly for those 
patients who exhibit chronic anxiety. 
The core phenomenon of the generalized psycho-
neurotic is a persistent nonadjustive emotional 
reaction to baffling personal difficulties.l6 
These patients are unable to make any satisfactory adjustment 
and remain in an unadjustive state--the mildest form of which 
is worry. Other symptoms of their unreduced tension can be 
seen in persistent visceral states where vital processes are 
im paired; in diffused motor activity where there are random 
muscular movements; and in anxiety. 
The establishment of new adjustive habits, however, is 
especially difficult and time-consuming , "as an entire life-
term of unfortunate learning has to be broken down and re-
placed."l7 There is, sometimes, a great curative effect which 
can be brought about by a changewhich reroves the patient 
from the stimuli to which he has been maladjusting, thus makin 
it possible for a new attitude to be formed. It has been 
16 Ibid., P• 253. 
17 Ibid . I p. 242. 
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found that even relatively fixed traits may be modified in a 
worth-while de gree if the proper environmental influences are 
brou ght to bear . 
By environmental therapy is meant the producing of 
chan g es in the social, family, school or physical en.vironments 
of the individual, thereby removin g any extraordinary frustra-
tions or handicaps that make it impossible for him to adjust 
normally. Of course, the most important environment of any 
person is his fa mily, and psychotherapy directed toward the 
adjustments of the other members of the family group ma y be 
i 
t h e most valuable kind of environmental treatment for the I 
I 
person originally referred. 
By re-examinin g Chapter II w~ can see that , for the 
howev e r, the one hundred veterans studied were referred part, 
II 
most I 
I 
to clinics where the main treatment method was individual 
ps y chotherapy. There are many techniques involved in the use 
of psychotherapy and the length of the treatment period varies 
with the individual and the problem. In general , however, it 
may be said that quite a lon g period of time is needed for the I 
individ ual to become clearly aware of some of his own attitudes ' 
into which he formerly lacked insight because they were acquirool 
I by the trial and error ~thod. In the process of telling of 
his difficulties the individual is often sooner able to make 
an adequate emotional response that previously was inhibited 
due to the tension-reducing factor in the process of expres-
sion. Another objective more quickly reached than insi g ht is 
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the patient's ability to evaluate his experiences as a whole, 
and thus more objectively. Th en too, the attitude of the 
clinician is of the utmost importance in successful psycho-
therapy, as a hi gh degree of rapport is necessary before the 
patient will disclose material of which he is ashamed and 
before repressed or unintegrated experiences c~m be reinstated. 
Dr. Shaffer very aptly sums up the rehabilitative possibilitie 
1 by this method: 
Perhaps the greatest value of psychotherapy lies 
in its influence on the trial and error attempts 
of the individual. This curative effect is based 
principally on the fact that learnin g with insi ght 
is superior to blind trial and error learning ••• 
Most maladjustments have come about by blind or 
so-called 1 unconscious 1 modifications of behavior. 
The individual hits upon some response ••• and re-
tains it because it reduces an emotional tension 
for which }te can find no more complete satisfac-
tion. li e does not formulate the reasons for his 
reaction in verbal or intellectual terms ••• further 
trail and error is inhibited as the drive is 
satisfied, even though inadequately ••• Two of the 
essential conditions for efficient problem-solving 
are the systematic tabulation of all the pertinent 
facts and evidence, and the formation of a large 
number of hypotheses for solution. The insight 
into his own conduct resultin g from catharsis and 
explanation serves to put the patient into the 
possession of facts that he did not formerl y 
distinguish with sufficient clarity ••• This out-
look enables him to try again to solve his per-
sonal problems with a greater chance of success 
than before .18 
Another drawback in addition to the len gth of time 
usually needed for psychotherapeutic treatment is the patient's 
18 Ibid., pp. 483-484. 
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own feeling about his illness. In a recent follow-up study 
1,. 
of 5, 937 veterans who had been discharged from the Army beca.us , 
of psychoneurosis, it was found tha.t the majority retained a 
distinct sug gestion of the permanence of tre ir disorders in 
their own minds.l9 The community at large also has strong 
reactions to psychiatric illness. Another survey made in 
1947 found that employers in general question the feasability 
of hiring veterans with neuropsychiatric disorders, even 
though it was shown how comparatively minor wa.s the role 
p layed by industry itself in producing exacerbation of the 
symptomatology of these veterans.20 
The final paragmphs of this chapter will be devoted to 
s hor t discussion of the psychotic veteran who frequently asks 
for treatment on an out-patient basis and who Dr. Adolph Meyer 
finds, like all of us, needs a reason for activity. Thus in 
t r y in g t o r e h a b i l i t at e s uc h pat i en t s t he pa t i e n t 1 s f e e 1 i n g 
toward the work situation should be stressed instead of just 
determining what he knows. 
We are not dealing with disease alone, or with the 
patient alone, but with a complex socials ituation ••• 
many problems of the psychotic patient can be settled 
19 N.Q.Brill, M. D.Tate, and M.C. Meninger - Enlisted Men 
Discharged from the Army because of Psychoneurosis:-
~ Fcllow-up stUdy-----Journal of American Medical 
Association. 
20 A.A.Kurland, M.D., H.Goldsmith, M.D., 
Psychoneurotic Veterans in Industry, 
Me ntal and Nervous Disease. 
J. S • S pro 1, M.D. , 
The Journal of 
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in the community where they have had their ori gin ••• 
and a job is of the greatest si gnificance in a 
community adjustment ••• Which means that not only 
should the assets of the patients be mobilized, 
but even more the community and society at lar ge.2l 
Another follow-up study of more than 1000 cases (mainly 
schizophrenics) discharged from the New York State Psychiatric 
Institute also concluded that the diagnosis of schizophren i a 
should not deter anyone from working on the assets of the 
individual, build ing him up, supporting him and giving him 
praise. Manipulation of the environment was also stressed as 
bein g very important. If such a. pro gram were carried out 
and carried out consistently, the individual is often enabled 
to make a. surprisingly g ood and lon g-lasting adjustment in 
t he world outside.22 
It can be concluded then, that out-patient treatment 
of psychoneurotics, and even psJrchotics, is not onl y feasable 
b ut also to be desired. Admittedly, the prognosis for complete 
re habilitation is poor, but good clinic pro grams would at least 
reduce the need for hospital beds on the part or these psy-
chia.trically ill patients. Economically speaking, this 
goal is justification enough in itself to warrant a far 
latter I 
greater II 
development of out-patient psychiatric resources. 
21 John E . Davis, Modern Dy namics of Rehabilitation for 
the Psychotic Patient, Mental Hygiene. 
22 D.C.Lewis, M.D., Pro gnostic Factors in Schizophrenia-
Di gest of Neurolog y and Psychiatry. 
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Chapter IV 
STATI S TI CAL ~TUDY OF THE ONE HUNDR BD VETERANS 
AND THE T W~ LVE COMMUNITY CLINICS 
We now turn to the study of the one hundred veterans 
who were referred to the community psychiatric clinics. These 
veterans will be described in the followin g pages as to age, 
sex, education, marital and employment status, and psychiatric 
dia g:nosis. Then the twelve clinics to which they were sent 
will be analyzed as to their hours and their staff. Next to 
be presented wi 11 be the results o:t' referring these veterans 
to t h e clinics. The remainin g pa ges of this chapter will be 
devoted to a discussion of the significant differences between 
the g roup of veterans wh o did and did not accept the referral. 
TABLE I 
THE ONE HUNDRED VET ERAN S STUDIED 
Age Sex W. War Edu cation Comple t ed 
20-24 2 5-2 9 30-34 35-39 40 & MI F I II Gram. High College No 
over Inf. 
25 38 29 4 6 981 2 l 99 33 37 9 21 
A gener al picture as is seen in Table I of the one 
h undr ed veterans studied shows that 90 per cent of the g roup 
were under thirt y-five years of a g e . All b ut one were veterans 
of World War II, and all but two of these were males. The 
table only rou ghl y shows the educational bac kground o:t' the 
veterans as twenty-one records had no ind ications whatever of 
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sc h o o lin g com p l eted . Of th ose wh o completed hi g h s chao 1. 
f ou r t ee n had atte mpted to continu e t h eir studies either at 
college or so me speci al ized school. F our of these hi g h sc h ool 
g raduates were still attending school. Of the nine colle g e 
g ra d uates, five were w or k ib g ror advanced de g rees. F our of 
, 
the vetera n s who failed t o finis h hi g h school were also attend- ' 
i n g c lasses . 
TABLE II 
PO:.:>T - V.'AR ADJUST J\: ENT 
Fi=M=a=r=r=i=e=d::::;:=S=i=n=g=l=e=:;= ID=i=v=o=r=c=e=d::::;:l =W=o=r=k=i=n=g:::;J:=¥1=; o=r=k=i=n=g=::;r=U=n=e=m=p=l=o=y=e=d=r=S=c=h=o=o=l=r==N=o===i 
I 1 i \ Far t- t i me In f o • 
1 51 38 ll 9 25 13 4 
I 
The marital status o f the one hundred veterans as 
de s cribed in Table II was not si g niricantly different from that 
of the Massachusetts civilian population of males fifteen 
·whereas t he number ! 
of divorced ma les in Massachusetts was not quite 1 per cent of I 
ye a r s o 1 d e. n d o v e r # e x c e pt i n one c at e g or y • 
t he t o t a 1 , t he p e r c en t e. g e of d i v or c e d v e t e r an s we. s 16 p e r c en t • 
Althou gh 49 pe r cent of these veterans were wo r k ing 
at the time of their r efe rral to Social Service by t he Neuro-
psychiatric Unit, this fi g ures does not repr esent a co mp lete 
I picture of their econo mic adjust ment. 
I 
Very few of the S ocial 
Service C a se Fo lders h a d information as to the len g t h of ti me 
I 
1 The Yiorld Almanac and Book of F acts for 1951: Table 
na g~. 440. ,Mari t al Status of U. S . Civilian Po p ulation 
F'-====~"f1 y ..., -c~ J._l__M O--..C~ us_j_ . 
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the s s veterans had been working at their last job or how many I 
jobs they had held previously. Thus, it can be safely con-
chided that some of ' these could be added to the group or part-
time or marginal workers. 
Psycho-
neurosis 
81 
Schizoid 
Per s on a 1 it y 
6 
TABLE III 
DIA GNOSIS 
Inadequate Alec-
Personality holism Epilepsy 
4 3 2 
Unclassi-
fied 
4 
Table III shows that 81 per cent of these veterans were 
diagnosed as psychoneurotic. Their presenting pr ob le ms were 
of many different kinds, the more common being complaints such 
as hypertension, fatigue, headacbes, poor appetite, 
to get alon g with people, rapid heart beat, stomach 
profuse perspiration, anxiety, loss of weight, etc. 
inability 1 
I 
trouble, I 
The six / 
essentiall d i a g nos e d a s b e i n g s c hi z o i d per s on a 1 it i e s p r e s e nt e d 
the same problems as the psychoneurotics with additional 
symptoms such as ideas of reference, hallucination, etc. Of 
the four dia gnosed as inadequate personalities, one was sub-
classified as a homosexual. Three veterans were given the I 
dia gnosis of alcholic and two epileptic. Four of the veterans I 
were not diagnosed but presented essentially the same clinical 
picture as the psychoneurotic. They complained of irrita-
bility, loss of' sleep, poor appetite, etc. 
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The precedin g analysis shows that the majority of veter-
ans referred to the community psychiatric clinics were psycho-
neurotics. As mentioned previously, these one hundred veterans 
were referred to twelve clinics i ·n the Greater Boston area. 
Table IV lists the clinics which the Social Service 
W~rker used in referring these veterans for treatment. The 
discussion immediately following this table will amplify this 
picture somewhat so that a better idea of the over-all adequacy 
of these clinics can be obtained. 
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TABLE IV 
THE TWELVE C01lMUNITY PSYCHIATR IC CLINICS I 
Staff (full time_) ___ l_~aff_ (pa!.!_. time)~--- 1 
Na me -.A'l"l~~--r--r-o;:-::.-~P""".-.IVI.,..i +·n~o-c "1'"'t_o_r_s...,lr""p""'s_y..:.c-..-h o 1 • TS'Oc • 11'1 k r s ·I D o c t or s IPs yo h o l-:11fOC • 1:\-k r s. 
Beth Israel 
Boston City 
Boston Dispen:nry 
Boston Evening 
X 
Brig gs I X 
Ce.rney 
Chelsea 
Massachusetts Gen . 
Massachusetts Mem'lJ X 
New En g land Ros pita 
5 f Tues Fri. Mon. 
Fr i. 
Fri ., 
5 
We d .I 
6 
I 1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
I 1 3 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
1 - 50 % 
11 - sm. 
I 
I 
6 - 4 hr,. 
1 
1 
1
- 4 - 40% 
. Yes - I I 
• U!1111TCWN 
4: - 50 % liD• UN<.NOWli. 
' 1 I 
I 
Washin gtonian I _: ~ri,l 4 J_ __ l r _l_· ____ L __ JSouthard I X 
yes 
yes 
2 
yes 
If'. 
t\:l 
Althou gh these clinics we r e discussed individually in 
Chapt e r II, this composite presentation serves to emphasize 
several important facto r s. In discussing this material, it 
s h ould be remembered that these clinics were first created by 
the hospitals for the purpose of treating their own "house 
patients, 11 and thus, of necessity, out-patient pro grams are 
usually or secondary im portance. The Boston Evenin g Clinic is 
the only one not attached to a hospital. 
A g lance at Table IV is sufficient to demonstrate that 
clinic hours, in general, are inadequate. Onl y four of the 
I 
II 
I 
I 
twelve clinics are open all day throu ghout the week. One clinic 
operates two mornings and one evening a week. Another is open 
every weekday afternoon, wh ile still another operates every 
weekday mornin g . F our devote either just one morning or one 
eveni ng a week to their ps;ychiatric clinic. Only three clinics 
make e venin g time available for the man who works durin g the 
day. 
Some of these clinics have additional limitations as 
I 
commu n ity referral resources for the psychoneurotically disable 1 
popula t ion as a whole in that they attempt to treat onl y certain 
type s of cases. The New 
clinics treat alcoholism. 
I En g land and Washin gtonian Hospital 
Boston City Hospital's clinic handles!! 
mostly neurol og ical cases. Massachusetts Memorial and Massa- I 
chusetts General Hospital clinics prefer patients who have 
psychosomatic co mp laints. Of the remainin g seven clinics who 
h av e not established a specialized function, three have only 
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one doctor. Of the remaining four who are well-staffed, Beth 
Israel and S outhard are handicapped with heavy intake pr oblems. 
Boston Dispensary and Briggs are the only two well-staffed 
clinics which remain. They are relatively free, then to accept 
t he referrals or theie psychoneurotic veterans. 
The staffs of the twelve clinics, too, seem small. Only 
five have more than one doctor. Only three em p loy a full-time 
psychologist . Nor do the part-time staffs and student training 
pro grams materially aid the manpower situation of these clinics r 
Th en, too, there are onl y sixteen full-time social workers used 
in the twelve clinics. 
In the precedin g pages the one hu ndred veterans have 
been des cribed, and the clinics to whi ch they were referred 
discussed in some detail. Now this study wi ll survey the 
r e s u 1 t s of referrin g the veterans t o t he s e c 1 in i c s • 
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TA BLE V 
CLI NIC PICT~ RE OF REF ERRE D VETERANS 
No. of No Fi rst Still i n Disch. 
C 1 in ic Vet.Re f . Appt . Appt. 'l'reatrnent Improved 
Beth Israel Hospital 8 3 5 0 1 
Boston City Hospital 5 4 1 0 0 
Boston Dispensary 38 12 26 3 l 
Boston Evenin g Clinic 2 2 0 0 0 
Briggs C lin i c 18 6 12 8 2 
Carney Hospital 8 4 4 0 1 
Chelsea Soldiers Home 7 4 3 0 0 
:Massachusetts Gen. Hos p. 4 3 1 0 0 
JV.[assachusetts Mem. Hos p. 2 0 2 0 1 
New En g land Hospi ta 1 1 0 1 0 0 
Southard Cli n ic 5 2 3 0 0 
Washingtonian Hospital 2 0 2 1 1 
Tot a~ 100 40 60 12 7 
Ref'd . 
or not 
accepted 
3 
1 
3 
0 
1 
l 
0 
1 
1 
0 
l 
0 
ll 
Disc on tin u ed 
Treatment 
2 
0 
19 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
---
30 
II 
il ! 
11'>-
01 
'l'able V illustrates the fact t h at sixty of the one 
h undred veterans k ept their first appointment at the clinics. 
Twe lve of these sixt y were still in treatment at the time of 
this study . Eleven v e terans ware referred elsewhere for treat-1 
I 
ment by these clinics . Seven veterans continued their treat- I 
ments until their doctors dischar ge d them as improved. The 
r ema inin g thirt y discontinued the treatments on t h eir own . 
Thus, of the sixty veterans who accepted re f erral , thirty , or 
50 per cent of them, stopped treatment on their own accord. 
Ninet een or approx:imately 33 per cent of this group of sixty 
either were discharged a.s improved or still in treat ment. 
The majority of the group of eleven who were referred else where 
presented more serious psychiatric problems than the individual 
clinic wished to treat. 
Having discussed the twelve clinics and the over-all 
results of referrin g the one hundred veterans to them, this 
study wi 11 now treat factors which seem to have influenced 
these results. As would be expected from a study of ~ orld 
War II veterans, the majority or ninety of the g roup of one 
hundred were be low thirty-five ye a.rs of age. This wo uld seem 
' 
' 
to make the a g e gr oupin g s of these veterans of little d i a.gno s ti 1 
va l ue. As figures cou l d not be obtained showing the educe.-
ti onal background of all males in Massachusetts, schooling and 
its possible effects on the veterans wi 11 not be discussed. 
Prognostic evaluations of dia g nostic groupings are also of 
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little value in discussing possible reasons why these veterans 
II 
did or did not accept referral as 81 per cent were dia gnosed 
as psychosomatic. 
In the followin g pa ges, therefore, there will first be 
a discussion of the forty veterans who did not keep their 
appointment . Th en these same factors will be discussed as they \! 
relate to the sixty veterans who appeared for their first clini L 
appointment. 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VETERANS NOT APPEARI NG FOR 
THE I R FIRST APPOI NTMEN T 
I 
l Referre.l No lst Time interval Work- Part - Unem- School I 
e. p pt • bet we e n r e f • and appt. ing ti me pJoyed 
I! NP few 1-2 over not 
wkr. other days wks. 2 wks. known I 
40 24 16 9 14 11 6 16 4 17 3 
As indicated in Table VI, forty of the one hundred 
veterans did not keep their first appointment. The worker 
assigned by the Veterans Administration to handle referrals 
fro m the Neuropsychiatric Unit is listed on the above table as 
the NP worker. Twenty-four of the seventy-five veterans he 
referred did not appear at the clinics. Sixteen of the twenty-
five veterans referred by all other workers combined did not 
keep their appointment. The time intervals elapsing between 
the referral and the first appointment are divided into three 
groups, namely, a time period of a few days, from one to two 
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weeks, and over two weeks. The veterans e.re fair ly evenly 
s p 1 i t i n t he s e c at e g o r i e s ; w it h n i n e h e. vi n g o n l y a few days t o 
wait, fourteen having to wait from one to two weeks, and eleven 
havin g to wait over two weeks . The time interval alloted to 
six of these veterans is unknown. Sixteen of the forty were 
workin g . Four were working part-time. Three were goin g to 
school and the remaining seventeen were unemployed. 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF VETE RANS Vm:O APPEARED FOR 
TE EIR FI RS T APPOINTME NT 
lst 
appt. 
Referral ~ Tim:J Interval 
NP ~. I between ref. and 
wkr. ! other few I l-2 over 
a_ppt. 11-ork- Part- Unem- School Un 
' days j wks. 2 wks. 
ing time ployed lmoWl 
51 9 22 17 21 33 5 8 10 4 
An analysis of these same factors in the sixty veterans 
who appeared for this first appointment is illustrated in Table 
VII. Fifty-one, or 68 per cent, of the seventy-five veterans 
ref e rred by the NP worker kept their appointment. While on the 
ot h er hand, only nine, or 36 per cent, of the t wenty-five 
veterans referred by the other workers appeared at the clinics. 
These fi gures would seem to indicate that this aspect of the 
Veterans Administration referral as it is now being handled is 
more successful than the old method. As twenty-one of this 
gr ou p of sixty had to wait over two weeks for their first 
appoint me n t , and as the p r o port i on of vet e ran s in the t i me 
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interval groupings are approximately the same for those. that 'I I 
k ept their first appointment and those who did not 1 it would 
seem that the time factor was of little importance in looking 
for reasons why the referral was either successful or unsuccess1 
ful. Thirty-three of this group of sixty were working fu 11- 11 
time and five were working part-time. Ten were attending schoo ~ 
I 
and ei ght were unemployed. There was no information about the 
employment records of four of this group. If we add together 
the number of veterans employed full-time and FS-rt-time with 
those at school in both the group of sixty who kept their 
appointment and in the g roup of forty vh o did not, we find that 
80 per cent of this former group were either working or attend-
ing school. Only 58 per cent of the group off orty could be so I 
classified. Realizing that only 13 per cent of the group of I 
sixt y who kept their appointment were unemployed in contrast to 
42 per cent of the group of forty who did not, adds further 
emphasis to this picture showing that the veterans who had the 
most time available had the poorest record of keeping appoint-
ments. 
There are other known factors, of course, which influ-
enced, at least in some de gree, the fact of whether or not the 
I 
veteran accepted referral. I Ten of the records contained reasons 
why the appointments were not kept. These reasons were varied 
and ranged from statements that the veteran had been hospital-
ized, jailed, returned to another clinic, or just no longer 
felt the need for ps y chiatric services. Even more flexible and 
ll 
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difficult to tabulate than the above would be those problems 
peculiar to the veterans group as a whole. He re might be 
considered the factors influencing those veterans who are seek-
ing a pension. An outside referral to these veterans mi ght 
possibly be interpreted by them as a failure of their plans. 
Then too, the veteran who comes to the Veterans Administration 
for help usually feels that any treatment recommended should be 
under its auspices. The community at large has also fostered 
this viewpoint. Such an attitude adds to the difficult y of the 
referring worker, who thus has to handle more than the usual 
amount of hostility inherent in most psychiatric referrals. 
This h ostility of the veteran was even mentioned as a deterrant 
to treatment by a few of the clinics. It was also probably 
partly responsible fo r many of the failures of the group of 
forty wh o did not appear at the clinics for their first appoint 
ment. 
In the preceding pa g es various fa c tors have been noted 
which mi ght have had some influence on whether or not these one 
hundred veterans accepted referral to the community clinics. 
This study wi ll not conclude with a discussion of the possible 
factors involved in the number of treatments these veterans 
accepted at the clinics. 
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TA BLE VIII 
I NUMBE R OF TR EATME NTS RECEI VED BY THE SIXTY VETERANS WH O ACCE PTED REFERRAL 1, 
- -
_ I 
Ace e pt ed One Two 3-9 10-20 20-30 Still :in 
'J• C lin ic Ref . Treatment Treat- Treat- Treat- Treat- Treat-,.., 
. ' 
ments ments ments ments ment 
II 
.... 
-
<> 
., 
' 
c ·-~ I ,,_ 
-, Beth Israel Hospital 5 2 2 1 J 
r- (• --'7 Boston City Hospital 1 l m ·;-, -
~tJ)c: B os ton Dispensary 26 7 6 9 4 3 c :-t.. B oston E vening Clinic 
' ~n=< Bri gg s Clinic 12 2 4 4 2 8 
:;:: ~~· Carney Hospital 4 2 1 1 
r t.r. C he 1 s e a S old i e r s Home 3 3 ~::i 6 ·< IVia sse. c h use t t s Gen . Hospital l 1 
7) Mas sachusetts Memorial 2 1 1 ~ New En g;land Hospital 1 1 
Southard Clinic 3 3 
Washin gtonian Hospital 2 2 1 
Tot a 1 60 16 16 14 9 5 12 
I 
I 
i 
I 
01 
1-' 
Jl 
Table VI II shows that sixtee n of this group of sixty 
veterans who accepted referral failed to report after their 
first treatment. Another sixteen did not accept more than 
two treatments. Fourteen , on the other hand, received fro m 
three to nine treatments, nine more had from ten to twenty 
appointments, and five kept from twenty to thirty appointments. 
Of this latter gr oup of twenty-ei ght veterans who received more 
than two treatments, twelve are still in treatrrent. 
There were many different reasons given to explain the 
fact that sixteen veterans came for one interview only. Group-
ing these reasons roughly, we find that four were referred 
elsewhere. Three did not return stating that they felt better, · 
and one veteran who was thought to have a g ood sense of reality 
was discharged by the doctor. Three others were angry at the 
necessity of having to be placed on a waitin g list. There were 
no reasons g iven to explain why the remaining, five discontinued 
treatment. 
Turnin g to Table VIII again we see that another group of 
sixteen veterans kept only two appointments. l::1even of the 
sixteen were referred elsewhere, however, five for more intens-
ive treatment or hospitalization, one for private treatment, 
and one for a physical examiniation. Two from this gr oup left 
because of' a conflict in the doctor's schedules. One veteran, 
at t he t i me of t hi s s t u d y , w a s a b o ut t o c o mm e nc e r e g u 1 a r t r e at -
ment . There was no reason g iven for discontinued treatment 
in the case of the rew~ining six veterans. The remaining 
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twenty-eight veterans sta yed in treatment for varyin g lengths 
of time~ five of them for over twenty sessions. Twelve of this 
group of twenty-ei ght were still in treatment at the time of 
this study. Seven of the gr oup of twenty-eight were dischar g ed 
as improved. Two of the seven left treatne nt after having 
secured jobs. One veteran terminated due to his impending 
marria ge , and three more were described in the records as 
" feeling better." The seventh veteran's case was closed by his 
wife wh o was also bein g treated with him. Another seven of thi 
group of twenty-eight broke treatment without giving any reason.! 
Of the remainin g tw o~ one veteran could not accept referral to 
another doctor and the other, diagnosed as a homosexual~ left 
home. 
A study of these veterans who remained in treatment 
seemed to indicate nothing unusual as to symptomatology or 
general background. The ti me interval between treatments in th 
g reat majority o f cases was one week. The number o f treatments 
received varied from three to thirty. Of special interest~ 
however , is the fact that eig ht of this group of eleven were in 
treatment at Briggs Clinic. Thi s group of ei ght, in turn, 
represented 75 per cen t of' th e · original· group who accepted 
referral to this clinic. It would see m that there should be an 
explanation for this. Probably part of this can be explained 
by treat ment meth ods which are not included in the scope 
of this paper . 
In lookin g for clues then as to why Bri gg s seems able to 
handle more than its proportionate share of patients~ one has 
to look for major differences in staff, hours, or treatment. 
A quick review of Chapter II and of Table IV in this chapter with 
its discussion of the twelve clinics will show that the only 
significant difference at Bri g gs is in their treatment methods. 
I t is the only clinic visited in which the social workers are 
given full responsibility (with psychiatric consultation) for 
t h e ps ychotherapeutic treatment of patients . Althou g h not 
co nclusive evidence in itself, this fact mi ght indicate the 
worth of more intensive thinkin g on the needs of the psychi-
atrically disabled. The other rull-time clinics are mainly 
h andicapped by heavy patient loads. The part-time clinics seem 
to be handicapped mostly by inadequacies of staff and clinic 
hours, althou gh Massachusetts Gneral Hospital's limitations 
s e emed to be in their heavier load of referrals from other de-
partments of the hospital. B o s t o n D i s p e n s a r y s e ems t o b e the 
most adequately staffed in this latter group of clinics. It 
also has the advanta ge of havj.ng an evenin g clinic, which is 
important for the client who is working days. This evenin g 
clinic, h owever, is crowded and is handled by two doctors who 
alter n ate weeks. New Eng land Hospit a.L and 'Vfashi n gtonian Hos pi-
tal have been discussed already in re gard to t heir function of 
treating the client with the special problem of alcoh olism. 
Two areas not particularly studied as to their e f fects on treat 
me nt are t h e matter of f ees and summer vacations. 
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As revealed. in Chapter II, a ll these clinics have fees . 
But due to the fact that ther e were none of them in whi ch the 
fee could not be adjusted downward to fit the income of t h e 
clie nt, it wa s felt that this requirement would affe ct the 
t re atment proce s s v ery little, if a t all. Due t o the s me. 11 
staffs at these clinics in general~ however~ it was felt that 
the ma tter of summer vacations would have more serious i mp li-
c at ion s in the treatment progress of these psychiatrically 
disabled clients. 
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CHAPTE R V 
SU MMARY AND CONCLUSIO NS 
The purpose of this paper was to study the referrals of 
non-service connected veterans from the Veterans Administra t ion 
to outside community psychiatric clinics. It was hoped that 
sufficient significant data would present itself so as to indi-
cate probable reasons why some of these veterans acce pted 
trea t ment while others did not and why some of those who 
accepted treatment failed to continue. These referrals were 
the first one hundred made by the Social Service Unit of t h e 
Boston Re g ional Office starting on December 1, 1949 and includec 
all such referrals made up to December 14, 1950. The S ocial 
Service Unit used twelve community psychiatric clinics in the 
r e ferral of these one hundred veterans, who for the most p a rt 
were dia gnosed as psychoneurotic by the Veterans Ad ministra t ion 
Neuropsychiatric Unit. 
Of the one hundred veterans, sixty kept their first 
appoint ment, while the remainin g forty did not appear. Of the 
sixty veterans who kept their first appointment, twelve w·ere 
still in treat ment at the time of this study, seven had been 
dischar ged and eleven had been referred by the clinics elsewherE 
f or t r e at me n t • The remaininE thirty veterans had discontinued 
treatme n t of their own volition. 
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Before discussin g reasons why these veterans did not 
a ccept or withdrew from treatment, it is important to note that 
of the group of twelve still in treatment ei ght were at one 
clinic. This g r o u p of e i g h t vet e ran s r e pr e s en ted 7 5 per c en t 
of th e ori g inal group which accepted referral to this clinic. 
No other clinic approached this fi gure, vrhic h shows that 
future research on the problem of out-patient psychiatric 
treat n~ent in the Greater Boston area might be greatly aided by 
a further study of the treatment methods used at this clinic 
as opposed to the metho ds used by a repres entative g roup of 
the ot her c l in i c s • 
Reasons shol>ing why these veterans either did not keep 
their first appointment or broke later appoint ments before 
their treatment pro grams were com pleted were not consistently 
c o n t a i ne d i n the c l i n i c r e co r d s • A fur t he r l o o k at t h e c 1 i n i c s 
showed that they were, in general, inadequate as to number, 
s i z e , and treatment t i me • On ly four clinics operated all day, 
five days a week; only five employed more than one full-time 
doctor; only three used a full-time psycholo gist; in th e t we lve 
clinics there were only sixteen full-time social w orkers. 
Certainly, this evidence supports the need for more psychiatric 
clinics. But perhaps of more i mmediate importance is the 
evident need for more personnel in the pr e s ent clinics, especi-
ally if better follow-up of patients who break treatment is 
desired. The clinic pr o grams also had other limitations. As 
some of them specjalized in treating one type of disorder only, 
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t hey le f t the greater s ha r e of t h e whol e communit y psychiatric 
tr eatme nt pro gra m on the shoulders of those clinics whi c h d id 
no t insist on pati e nts who presented only t h ese certain dis-
orders. Th en too , as most of the clinics were faci ng h e a v y a nd 
i n cre a s i n g ho u se-patient loads, the y had to, of necessity, curtai 
appoint ments g iven to patients referred from outside sourc es . 
Also quite evident was t h e lack of evenin g appoint me nt hours 
f or p atients who work durin g the day. In co ne luding this dis-
c u ssion on community ps ychiatric clinic facilities the writ e r 
wo u l d like to present t h e recommendations ma de by t he Gr e at e r 
Bo s ton S urve y in their ob servation of this problem: 
1. Commun i ty F unds and other private support for 
the Mass a chusetts Societ y for Mental Hy g iene should 
b e conti n ued and r a ised to a hi gher level simul-
taneousl y wi th the development of a closer workin g 
relations h i p with a stren gthened Health Council, 
such council should have as a major joint responsi-
bility the active study and joint plannin g for more 
comprehensive and better inte grated mental hy g ie n e 
services in Greater Boston. 
2. There should be more accessible and extensiv e 
mental hy giene out -pa tient clinics and a gency 
consultin g facilities for adults and children. 
For children these should be so placed that their 
services are inte grated with th~ c h ild's daily 
education a l and recreational life. 
3. Both voluntary and off i cial leadership are 
needed to promote the extension of services for 
mental health in the progra m of the S tate De-
part ment of Mental Health. The cost of pre-
ventive activities is relatively small and the 
dividends lar ge in comparison with the expendi-
tures for trea tme n t, especially for delayed 
clinic and hospi ta lization services.! 
1 Greater Bos t on Community Survey, Re port of Health 
Division, p. 193. 
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No differencES were found in the method of referral used 
by the Veterans Administration which was, for the most part, 
the same in all cases. However, there w~re significant differ-
ences in the results obtained by the· Neuropsychiatric worker 
i n the Social Service Unit whose principal job was the handling 
of these referrals. This Neuropsychiatric worker referred 
75 per cent of the one hundred referrals. All other workers 
co~bined handled the remaining 25 per cent. Sixty-ei ght per 
cent of the veterans referred by the Neuropsychiatric worker 
appeared for their first appointment, whereas only 36 per cent 
of those referred by the other workers did likewise. These 
percenta ges would seem to support the cone lusion that the 
present method of assigning one worker to handle psychiatric 
referrals is best. There are at least two important reasons 
for this conclusion. As psychiatric referrals are probably 
among the most difficult to effect, the necessity of special 
skills e.nd techniques bee omes more important. The worker hand-
ling such referrals must also have a thorough knowledge of the 
stren gths and limitations of the community psychiatric re-
s our c e s • The w r it e r f e e 1 s t h e. t s t i 11 o n e m or e fact or i n e x-
plaini ng this Neuropsychiatric worker's particular succe!;!s is 
his ability to help these patients focus their anxieties on a 
treatment pro g ram. 
The referral situation also seemed adequate in other 
respects. It was seen, for instance, that the time interval 
between the referral and the first appointment hour did not 
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see n:. to be of significance, as the numc er of veterans who did 
not keep their first appointment had no lon ger periods of time 
to wait th.an did t h ose who kept their first appointment. And 
iri conclusion, the ~act that 68 per cent of a referred g roup 
of veterans a p peared for their first ap pointment at the clinics 
would seem to indicate that suffi .cient time is being given at 
t he S ocial Service Unit for adequate referrals. 
However the study indicated some possible reasons why 
clinic a p pointments were not kept. In genera 1, it was seen 
t h at the percenta ges of these one hundred veterans in t h e 
columns of the divorced and unemployed were higher than those 
of t h e po pulation of Massachusetts as a whole. This avid e nc e 
of unrest was supported by the diagnostic evaluations of these 
veterans; over 81 per cent of whom were classified as ps y cho-
ne u rotic. As S haffer state~ such a diagnosis indicated that 
"an entire life-t i me of unfortunate learnin g had to be b ro k en 
do wn a nd reple.ced."2 It could scarcely be hoped that lar g e 
n umbers of such patients would follow a treatment pro g ram to 
its conclusion, or fo~ that matter, even begin such a pro gram~ 
Hostility was also felt to be a factor of special si gnificance 
in many of these c a ses of non-accepted re f errals. Many · studies 
have shown th a t hostility occurs in a ver y lar ge number of 
cases where referral is necessar y . This was especially so of 
t h.e se non-service c oniiected veterans who were not alwa ys 
2 Lawrence F. S haffer, Ph. D., The Ps y cholo gy of Adjustment, 
p. 2 37. 
satisfied that their problems could not have been handled 
under Veterans Administration auspices. Then t o o ~ th ere i s 
also an undetermined number of veterans whose only interest is 
to secure a pension of some sort. I t i s the s e t wo la s t fact-
ors~ which make it so difficult to jud ge properly the broader 
and less subjective aspects of the referral process as it is 
ha n dled at the Veterans Administration Social Service Unit 
and also the adequacy of the twelve community psychiatric 
'clinics. F or 1 it certainly would be unfair to draw any con-
clusions from this study without knowin g how sincere the veter-
ans are in their plans for treatment if their desire for a 
pension is the important factor. 
In conclusion it is recommended that these factors 
be studied further and that a special study be made o f the one 
clinic whose treatment methods seemed the most successful. 
Approved 
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AP PEIIJDI X 
M S D W Ag e 
'filtH II 
Di a gn. 
En 1. 
S ource of Referral 
Chief Comp laint 
Chn. Ed uc. 
Disch. Pension. Income 
Date 
No. ov VA soc. service interviews before referral 
Previous clinic and/or hospital experience 
Community Resource 
I f treated b y SW how closely supervised b y psychiatrist 
Ulti m. resp. for treatment carried by Psy. SW Bot h 
/ S uf f ic. staff to handle re f errals 
Availability of immediat e attention 
Ava ilability of intensive treatment 
Emphasis of Resource Dia gn. 
lVia t erial forwarded to resource by VA 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Tre a tment 
Helpful 
No 
l~ 0 
No 
Both 
Not Hel pful 
Ti me interval between referral and first appointment 
Did Ve te ran keep f irst ap pointment Yes No 
Number of ap p oint me n ts k e pt T ime inter v al bet ween a.p p t s • 
Reason for discontinued Treatment 
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